Honors and Awards 2016

Wake Forest University
Brendle Recital Hall
Scales Fine Arts Center
Sunday, May 15
The Honors and Awards Ceremony

MUSIC

Sonata in D Major, K. 492 ............................................................... Domenico Scarlatti (1685-1757)
Meishan Chen, piano

WELCOME

Dr. Michele Gillespie, Dean, Wake Forest College

SENIOR ORATION

The Unexpected Chaos of Life as a Deac ........................................ Aishwarya Nagar

AWARDS

The Department of Anthropology Outstanding Senior Award ................................ Bennett Vieira Heine
The Carolina Biological Supply Company Award for Undergraduate Research ........................ Kathleen Taylor DiNapoli
The John W. Nowell Award in Undergraduate Chemistry ................................................. Katherine Isabelle Albanese
The Grant Backerman, American Institute of Chemists Foundational Undergraduate Student Award . Matthew Alexander Cottam
The John W. Sawyer Prize in Computer Science .............................................................. Shelby Lena Lockhart
The Distinguished Achievements in Communication Award ............................................. Luke Gabriel Kohler
The David and Lelia Farr Prize for Excellence in Economics ......................................... Jon Michael Derewicz
The David and Lelia Farr Prize for Excellence in Mathematical Economics ...................... Adrian Wyse Martino
The Jerry A. Hall Teacher Award .................................................................................. Tanner Antoinette DeBells
The Drake Senior Excellence in English Award ............................................................... Emma Rose Skeels
The James C. O’Flaherty Award for Excellence in German and German Studies ............... Caroline Margery Rice
The Paul M. Ribisl Health and Exercise Science Academic Achievement Award ................ Gregory Potter Masler
The William L. Hottinger Health and Exercise Science Major Contribution Award ............ Allison Elizabeth Resnik
The Michael S. Lawlor Award for Outstanding Student in the Health Policy and Administration Minor ... Colleen Barrow Keenan
The Forrest W. Clonts Award for Excellence in History .................................................. Mallory Kimball Allred
The John Y. Phillips Prize in Mathematics ...................................................................... Michael Thomas Annuunziata
The Ruth Foster Campbell Award for Excellence in Spanish ........................................ Harsh Harsukh Patolia
The C. H. Richards Award for Excellence in Politics and International Affairs ................. Brian Thomas Hart
The Award for Outstanding Senior in Latin American and Latino Studies ....................... Bennett Vieira Heine
The Robert C. Beck Prize for Excellence in Psychology .................................................... Katelyn Mallory Garcia
The John Allen Easley Award in Religion ........................................................................ Bennett Ian Clifford
The Harold Dawes Parcell Award for Excellence in French ............................................ Emily Michelle Goodman
The Knox Dance Scholar Award ..................................................................................... Kimberly Elizabeth Cates
The American Sociological Association’s Departmental Prize for Outstanding Student ........ Nicole Beth Capobianco
The Award for Outstanding Senior in International Studies ............................................ Chelsea Coralie Bellomy
The Award for Outstanding Senior in Global Trade and Commerce Studies ................... Cady Elizabeth Burke
The Wake Forest University Theatre Association Award for Academic Excellence ............ Serena Elizabeth Cates
The Florence Robinson Neuroscience Award .................................................................... Nanami Liberty Miyazaki
The Donald O. Schoonmaker Student Prize for Community Service .................................................. Lee E. Mendenhall
The Edgar Christman Award for Service ................................................................. Sarah Linda Fine
Change Maker Award for Social Change ........................................................................ Camry Cache Wilborn
The Carlton P. West Phi Beta Kappa Award ................................................................. To be announced
The William C. and Ruth N. Archie Award ................................................................. Bennett Vieira Heine
The Recognition of Senior Orators
  The Unexpected Chaos of Life as a Deac ................................................................. Aishwarya Nagar
  Enzymatic Inclusion ............................................................................................ Sarah Fine
  The Case for Generalism .................................................................................... Robert “Tripp” Maloney

CLOSING
Dr. Michele Gillespie

ADDITIONAL AWARDS
The Classical Association of the Middle West and South Award
for Outstanding Accomplishment in Classical Studies ........................................... Samiddhi Duranja Weerasiri
The Excellence in the Study of Communication ...................................................... Samuel Edward Buckingham Hinman
                                                                                   Elizabeth Mairead Veronica Crowe
Christen Balady Memorial Award (Outstanding Work in Media) ......................... Ja’Keena Jael Dillard
The ACS Division of Analytical Chemistry Undergraduate Award in Analytical Chemistry ................................................................. Yiming Xu
The ACS Division of Environmental Chemistry Undergraduate Award in Environmental Chemistry ................................................................. Yian Wang
The ACS Division of Inorganic Chemistry Undergraduate Award in Inorganic Chemistry ................................................................. Jason Cheng Guo
The ACS Division of Organic Chemistry Undergraduate Award in Organic Chemistry ................................................................. Eleni Anna Kisty
Harton Scholarship for Chemical Industry ............................................................. Aaron M. Simmons
Blackbyrd Scholarship .......................................................................................... David M. Adkins
The Hypercube Scholar Award .............................................................................. Shah Nomair Alam
The Merck Index Award in Chemistry .................................................................... Jason Cheng Guo
Outstanding Chinese Major Award ...................................................................... Addison Scott McLamb
The Award for Outstanding Performance by a Non-Music Major (Christopher Giles and Lucille S. Harris Competitions in Musical Performance) ................................................................. Ann Evatt Hill
The Patricia Sloan Mize Award (2nd Place Performance by an Instrumentalist, Christopher Giles and Lucille S. Harris Competitions in Musical Performance) ................................................................. Ji Hae Moon
The Christian Cappelluti Prize .............................................................................. Samuel Edward Buckingham Hinman
                                                                                   Emma Elizabeth Huelskamp
The Award for Outstanding Performance by a Singer
(Christopher Giles and Lucille S. Harris Competitions in Musical Performance) ................................................................. Katherine Elizabeth Sebastian
Jack D. Fleer Award for Excellence in Honors in Politics and International Affairs .................................................................................... Brian Thomas Hart
Carl Moses Award for Research in Politics and International Affairs ................. Benjamin Clay Helms
The Joseph B. Currin Medal and Award in Religion .............................................. Bennett Ian Clifford
                                                                                   Ivory Janee Shelton
The G. McLeod Bryan Pro Humanitate Award for Community Service ................. Victoria Elizabeth Tschantz
Z. Smith Reynolds Library Senior Showcase Award – Division II ....................... Emily Michelle Goodman
Z. Smith Reynolds Library Senior Showcase Award – Division III ..................... Andrew Clifford Hayes
Z. Smith Reynolds Library Senior Showcase Award – Division IV ...................... Michael Adam Hammer
Z. Smith Reynolds Library Senior Showcase Award – Division V ...................... Kathleen Taylor DiNapoli
The Lura Baker Paden Award ................................................................................ Anne Marie Troy
The Levar Antwain Hairston Courage Award ........................................................ Caitlin Ann Messick
                                                                                   Jacob Robert Teitelbaum
The Delmer P. Hylton Accountancy Award ............................................................ Cady Elizabeth Burke
The Academic Excellence in Finance Award .......................................................... Michael Thomas Annunziata
The Academic Excellence in Mathematical Business Award .................................... Melanie Marie Cass
The Spirit of Wayne Calloway Award ..................................................................... Emily Elizabeth Bandyk
Amanda Grace Althoff
Amanda Grace Althoff
Melissa (Mimi) Austin Bair
Juliet McAndrews Beckstrand
Madeline Marie Boyd
William Gordon Carter
Erin Lee Currey
Taylor Allison Dickens
Elizabeth Holloway Earle
Alexa Richelle Dykema Erb
Emily McCaslin Felvey

Sarah Linda Fine
Catherine Alexis Ford
Samantha Morton Frost
Callie Elizabeth Goodrich
Caroline Louise Green
Parris Koren Hardy
Eliza Marie Huffman
Katherine Elizabeth Kenyon
Katharine Davis Kittrell
Austin Miller Kaplan

Lee Martin Larson
Sophia Cecilia Leveque
George Anthony Marken
Arianene Elizabeth McArde
Sarah Magdalen Mellor
Megan Sandra Miller
Mackenzie Rae Milner
Joseph Boyd Nelson
James David O'Geary
James Patrick O'Sullivan
Elizabeth Farrell Ottenjohn

Collin Alan Palmer
Lydia Caroline Pappas
Sean Medard Parker
Nicole Marie Pulley
Meredith Sloane Richardson
Anna Blythe Riggan
Gabrielle Barrett Shea
Heather Dawn Sullivan
Isabella Maria Velasco
Katherine Julia Zoppoth

Michael Thomas Annunziata
Megan Grace Archey
Katelyn Hedda Bailey
Emily Elizabeth Bandyk
Joseph Thomas Barbati
Edward Conrad Beachley
Austin Leopold Beltz
Cady Elizabeth Burke

William Gordon Carter
Melanie Marie Cass
Yi Chen
Matthew Bryce Cohen
Eliza Louise Cushman
Stephanie Lauren Fosina
Angela Rae Gallagher
Chengwei Gu

Elisabeth Hawley
Tyler Earl Hodgdon
Leslie Marie Huffman
Katherine Elizabeth Kenyon
Eleanor Pearson Lien
George Anthony Marken
John Patrick McLaughlin
Serena Mary Murrell
James Patrick O'Sullivan
Christina Maria Paragaman
Aubrey Joy Ramsdell
Ella Colby Ryan
David Elliot Shapiro
Anne Marie Troy
Yingyao Wang

Amanda Grace Althoff
Mimi Austin Bair
Emily Elizabeth Bandyk
Nick Patrick Cassata
Olivia Lee Clark
Hannah Elizabeth Duane
Elizabeth Holloway Earle
Emily McCaslin Felvey
Jason Cheng Guo
Brian Thomas Hart

Bennett Vierira Heine
Samuel Edward
Buckingham Hinman
Sarah Stewart Hoyle
Helen Lydia Kemeny
Eleni Anna Kisty
Lee Edward Mendenhall
Gabrielle Patrice Merritt
Preston Worthington Metz
Sarah Catherine Millsaps

Joseph Boyd Nelson
Ronald Alvin Nelson
Anran Ni
Elizabeth Farrell Ottenjohn
Collin Alan Palmer
Harsh Harsukh Patolia
Caroline Elizabeth Perkins
Danielle Marie Prunetti
Nicole Marie Pulley
Meredith Sloane Richardson

Anna Blythe Riggan
Blake Edwin Rutledge
Chanel Rayute Shulman
Emma Rose Skeels
Alexis Diane Slater
Madeline Thompson Stone
Emily Michelle Strother
Zachary Idiculla Thomas
Amy Gao Xie

Hannah Suzanne Alms
Ryan Michael Angi
Michael Thomas Annunziata
Chandler Elise Borton
Catherine Louise Bradley
Siobhan F. Callahan
Nicolette Beth Capobianco
Morgan Teresa Carlton
Melanie Marie Cass
Nicolas Patrick Cassata
Serena Elizabeth Cates
Olivia Lee Clark
Bennett Ian Clifford
Blair Lewis Congdon
Elizabeth Mairread
Veronica Crowe
Erin Lee Currey
Taylor Allison Dickens

Emma M. Dolgos
Sean Patrick Dougherty
Erin Megan Ely
Erica Ashley Godley
Emily Michelle Goodman
Callie Elizabeth Goodrich
Michael Adam Hammer
Donika Hasanaj
Bennett Vieira Heine
Benjamin Clay Helms
Elizabeth Tindale Hickson
Samuel Edward
Buckingham Hinman
Riley Elizabeth Jay
Eric David Kanigan
Alyssa Marie Kogel
Kimberly Ann Korzen
Fletcher Thomas Laico

Lee Martin Larson
Xiyuan Liu
Gregory Potter Masler
Addison Scott McIlamb
Mary Katherine Miller
Zachary Maxwell Missan
Jacob Alexander Mojeski
Serena Mary Murrell
Hassan Rajaa Nasif
Madeline Lucey Nelson
Elizabeth Farrell Ottenjohn
Sean Medard Parker
Sarah Yvonne Parsons
Sapna Pathak
Harsh Harsukh Patolia
Allison Elizabeth Pennington
Alena Noel Plichowski
Mary Hannah Poole

Nicole Marie Pulley
Parastou Azadeh Ranbar
Lea Elisa Raptis
Sarah Anne Repko
Allison Elizabeth Resnik
David Nicholas Reynolds
Gregory Edward Sandle
Daniel Ryan Sechtin
Gabrielle Barrett Shea
Emma Rose Skeels
Alexis Diane Slate
Rotaract Amanzhe
Hannah Lorin Smith
Ellen Heyward Tighe
Valeria Villa
Amy Gao Xie
Hunter Bright Yancey

Wake Forest University